Fast Response

Industrial Fire Detection Sensors

Fire Detection should be easy. Users shouldn’t have to hassle with
complicated setup procedures, constant maintenance, or periodic
calibration. MPS Fast Response Sensors offer a simple, all-in-one
design. A sophisticated internal microprocessor eliminates external
controls. An integrated 4-20mA connection allows for use with
plant PLC, while digital contacts can be used for a separate alarm
and remote testing, for stand-alone operation.
Fire Detection should be accurate. From large areas to small
enclosures, indoors or outdoors, well lit or dark, a wide selection of
sensor types allows us to offer the best sensor to suit specific
application variables, eliminating false alarms.
Fire Detection should be reliable. Our sensors are designed for
long life in the harshest of environments. We use rugged Die Cast
Zinc Alloy housings and high quality components. To eliminate
scratches and chipping, only the toughest pyrex is used for our
windows and lenses. Expect long life and minimal maintenance.
MPS Talentum sensors detect flicker from any spark or flame, while rejecting static radiation from warm objects. The use of multiple
proprietary photocells allows for accurate, reliable detection in various conditions, and results in a high tolerance to dust and condensation.
Even in the most difficult applications, where false alarms may plague other sensors, our use of IR, UV or a suitable combination of
advanced photocells provides accurate, reliable protection.
MPS Fast Response Industrial Fire Detection Sensors can help:
Minimize down time. Quick notification of spark or flame saves equipment and lives. Loss of equipment through fire and explosions can
have a devastating effect on business. Speed of response is of the utmost importance.
Protect your productivity. Although damaged equipment can be replaced, it is impossible to regain lost production. Properly installed fire
and spark detection systems eliminate the possibility of irrecoverable production.
Increase safety in remote locations. In areas where automation has eliminated workers from the process, such as crusher houses and
tunnels, install reliable, fast response fire and spark detection. The difference between a minor situation and a catastrophe can be a matter
of seconds.
Reduce insurance premium costs. Users report reductions in insurance premiums, by implementing high-quality, fast response infrared and
ultraviolet fire detection sensors.
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FAST RESPONSE Industrial Fire Detection Sensors
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MPS TALENTUM is a unit of Mine & Process Service Inc., representing Talentum
Developments Ltd. in North America. Since 1968, Talentum has been providing fire
detection and flame monitoring equipment for industry around the world. Specializing in
industrial grade sensors for harsh environments, equipment has been in operation in the United States since 1987. Talentum, together with
MPS Inc.’s more than 20 years of experience. provides sound technology for industry today, helping plants increase safety and efficiency.
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